Our Commitment
The City of Vaughan is committed to
treating all people in a way that maintains

For more information,

their dignity and independence. We believe

call 905-832-2281 ext. 8641,

in integration and equitable access for

or email Warren Rupnarian at

residents, visitors and employees with visible

warren.rupnarain@vaughan.ca.

or non-visible disabilities. We are committed
to meeting the needs of people with
disabilities in a timely manner, and will

Leading the Way

do so by preventing and removing barriers

The City of Vaughan is the only municipality

to accessibility and by meeting the

in York Region to offer accessible taxis. Riders

requirements under the Accessibility

with disabilities can now make spontaneous

for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005.

transportation plans, just like anyone else
who takes taxis, while paying the regular

It’s our goal to create an accessible

meter rate.

community by 2025. Our Accessibility Plan
and Accessibility Policy are tools to help

The accessible taxi can accommodate a

us achieve that goal. They identify how we

passenger in a wheelchair or scooter as well

will create a barrier-free community with

as other passengers. Wheelchairs and scooters

universal access to programs,
services and facilities.

Access For All
OUR COMMITMENT
T O AC C E S S I B I L I T Y

hook into retractors that provide safe and
easy entry into the vehicle. The driver assists
those with manual wheelchairs to get into
and out of the vehicle. Seatbelts are installed
throughout the taxi to ensure the wheelchair
is strapped in securely.
All accessible taxi drivers are trained on how
to provide customer service to people with
disabilities, as required by the Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.

City of Vaughan
2141 Major Mackenzie Dr.
Vaughan, ON L6A 1T1
vaughan.ca/accessibility

Customers First
Through Service
Excellence
The mission of the City of Vaughan is
citizens first through service excellence.
The Vaughan Accessibility Advisory
Committee meets regularly to guide the

Making Vaughan
Barrier-Free

ONE in

Every person with a disability should have:
• access to all City services, programs
and facilities
• the rights to dignity, inclusion, privacy
and confidentiality
• the opportunities to develop life skills

Championing
Accessibility
The City of Vaughan unveiled an Innovative

City in removing and preventing barriers

through programs and services to meet

Path System that maximizes accessibility at

in policies, practices, programs and services

individual needs and goals

Vaughan City Hall for people who are blind

in a way that meets the requirements of the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.

• a forum where they voice concerns
or issues as they relate to accessibility

or partially sighted.
By piloting this technology, the City is

The act includes five accessibility standards:

The collaborative efforts of residents,

making progress towards achieving its goal

1. Customer service

businesses and the City of Vaughan will

of creating an accessible community by 2025.

2. Employment

ensure that full accessibility is achieved

3. Information and communications

Vaughan is the first municipality in Canada

and a barrier-free community is developed.

to implement this technology to demonstrate

4. Transportation
5. Design of public spaces

ways businesses in the City can become more
Making stores, buildings and services fully

accessible.

accessible helps everyone. Installing a ramp,

seven
Ontarians has a disability.
That number will increase
to ONE IN FIVE by 2035.

9.6

$

The potential new

disability at work.

retail spending
expected over

not only helps those using a wheelchair or

who are living with vision loss to receive

the next five years to

constant direction and spatial location of

improve accessibility.

a mapped route within City Hall. Using
an electronic walking cane and Bluetooth
technology, a sensor detects and reads radio
frequencies placed along the installed path.
It then speaks to the user, providing all the
information he or she needs to navigate
the building.

one-time cost of
accommodating

This new-to-Canada technology allows those

as well as the elderly.

The average

BILLION

automatic door opener or accessible washroom
scooter, it aids the parent with a stroller

500

$

a person with a

